
932 AS Screwdriver for slotted screws, 0.8 x 4.5 x 100 mm

Kraftform Plus – Series 900

   

EAN: 4013288134486 Size: 198x33x33 mm

Part number: 05018300001 Weight: 92 g

Article number: 932 AS Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82054000

Chiseldriver for fastening, chiselling and loosening

Smooth hard zones for high speed turning, soft grip zones for high torque transfer

Multi-component Kraftform handle for fast and ergonomic screwdriving

Hexagonal blade extending through the handle, impact cap with integrated square and bolster

The Wera Black Point tip offers an exact fit and optimum corrosion protection

 

Wera Chiseldriver for fastening, chiselling and loosening seized screws. Multi-component Kraftform handle for fast and low-fatigue

working. A hexagon blade out of high quality bit material that extends right through the blade ensures full transfer of force, even when

struck with a hammer. The ductile tempered material prevents the blade from splintering or breaking. Comes with an impact cap for

enhanced service life and reduced risk of splintering. More torque can be transferred with the help of an open-end or ring spanner

applied to the integrated hexagonal bolster. The square take-up in the impact cap enables higher torque transfer when screwdriving with

the T-handle, Zyklop ratchet or Mini ratchet. The Wera Black Point tip and a complex hardening process ensure a long service life of the

tip, enhanced corrosion protection and an exact fit. The hexagonal anti-roll feature prevents any bothersome rolling away at the

workplace.
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932 AS Screwdriver for slotted screws, 0.8 x 4.5 x 100 mm

Kraftform Plus – Series 900

Integrated impact cap Pound-thru blade Integrated hex bolster

Screwdrivers are often misused as

chisels. This can be dangerous.

The chiseldriver is the solution

when not only screwdriving is

required. For fastening, chiselling

and loosening seized screws.

Wera chiseldriver: the screwdriver

whenever the going gets tough!

An integrated impact cap

lengthens the service life and

reduces the danger of splintering.

Nevertheless, always wear

protective goggles.

A hexagon blade made out of high-

quality bit material extends right

through the handle - thereby

ensuring full transfer of force, even

when struck with a hammer. The

ductile tempered material prevents

the blade from splintering or

breaking.

Greater torque can be transferred

by fitting an open-jaw or ring

spanner over the integrated hex

bolster.

Wera Black Point tip Prevents hand injuries Non-roll feature Multicomponent Kraftform
handle

The Wera Black Point tip and a

refined hardening process ensure

long service life of the tip,

improved corrosion protection and

an exact fit.

The outstanding design of the

Kraftform handle that fits perfectly

into the hand prevents hand

injuries such as blisters and

calluses.

The hexagonal non-roll feature

prevents any rolling away at the

workplace.

Wera makes its Kraftform handles

from several materials with

different properties. The core is

made from a hardwearing plastic

that holds the blade securely even

when subjected to great forces.

The yellow soft zones of the

external mantle consist of a softer

material with more friction

resistance for high torque transfer.

The black areas with a harder

surface prevent the hand from

sticking to the handle enabling you

to adjust your grip more quickly.
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932 AS Screwdriver for slotted screws, 0.8 x 4.5 x 100 mm

Kraftform Plus – Series 900

Further versions in this product family:

mm mm mm mm mm mm inch inch

05018300001 0.8 4.5 5 8 100 98 0.178" 4 3/64"

05018301001 1.0 5.5 6 10 113 105 7/32" 4 1/16"

05018302001 1.2 7.0 6 10 138 105 9/32" 5 7/16"
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